Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Many information needs are entity-oriented, and with the rise of knowledge graphs in Web and enterprise search \[[@CR20]\], the role of entities has gained importance, both in the UI/UX where so-called entity cards are shown in response to entity-oriented queries, and in the ranking, where presence and absence of entity mentions is weighted differently from traditional term occurrences.

Recently, word embeddings have been shown to be helpful for a number of information retrieval problems. In the case of entity retrieval, a natural representation would however not just represent words in context of their textual neighborhood, but in context of the knowledge graph instead. Here, we would want to apply graph embeddings instead of word embeddings, where the semantic space constructed by graph embeddings does not only encode the textual context of an entity mention, but also the context as defined through the knowledge graph. Considering Wikipedia as the knowledge graph to define the entities of interest, for example, creating a graph embedding representation does not just take the entity's page itself as context, but also its anchor text, presence in lists and/or tables, *etc.* It is therefore likely that graph embeddings capture more of the entity's semantic roles and as a result may distinguish better between ambiguous entities than a plain word embedding based representation.

Exploring the use of graph embeddings in entity retrieval, we have studied a two-stage entity retrieval approach where the second stage employs graph embeddings for re-ranking the retrieval results of state-of-the-art entity ranking methods. We investigate the following research questions:**RQ1:** Does adding graph embeddings improve entity retrieval methods?**RQ2:** Which queries are helped the most?

To our knowledge, we are the first to investigate how the structural information captured in graph embeddings can contribute to improved retrieval effectiveness in entity-oriented search. The contributions of this paper are as follows: We have build graph embeddings from Wikipedia as a knowledge graph[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} and evaluated the contribution of these embeddings as a representation of entities in the ranking algorithm, using the DBpedia-Entity V2 collection \[[@CR12]\]. For every query, we re-rank the results of state-of-the-art entity retrieval methods using the similarity between the entity embeddings of the candidate entities retrieved in stage one with the entity embeddings of the entities identified in the query (using an off-the-shelf entity linker). We show that re-ranking using graph embeddings improves retrieval effectiveness, and investigate how to explain this result by comparing the structure of the two types of embeddings. We also analyze why some queries are helped by this method while others are not.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Word and Graph Embeddings {#Sec3}
-------------------------

Distributional representations of language have been object of study for many years in natural language processing (NLP), because of their promise to represent words not in isolation, but 'semantically', with their immediate context. Algorithms like Word2Vec \[[@CR19]\] and Glove \[[@CR21]\] construct a vector space of word domains where similar words are mapped together (based on their linguistic context). Word2Vec uses neural networks to predict words based on the context (continuous bag of words) or context based on a word (skip gram). These word embedding representations have turned out to be highly effective in a wide variety of NLP tasks.

Word embeddings have been shown to help effectiveness in document retrieval \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. In \[[@CR7]\], locally trained word embeddings are used for query expansion. Here queries are expanded with terms highly similar to the query, and it is shown that this method beats several other neural methods. In \[[@CR6]\], embeddings are used for weak supervision of documents. This paper uses query embeddings and document embeddings to predict relevance between queries and documents, when given BM25 scores as labels. It is able to improve on BM25.

Word embeddings consider the immediate linguistic context of the word occurrences. Going beyond just the text itself, researchers have proposed to develop so-called *graph embeddings* to encode not just words in text, but words in context of semi-structured documents represented as graphs - for example, to distinguish the occurrence of a word in the title of a document from its occurrences in a paragraph, or in a document's anchor text.

Different methods to produce graph embeddings have been proposed. Methods like Deepwalk \[[@CR22]\] expect non-labeled edges and can be considered extensions of the word embedding approaches discussed before. Other approaches include the well-known method Trans-E \[[@CR4]\], where edges in the graph are denoted as triples *(head, label, tail)*, where *label* is the value of the edge. Adding graph embedding vectors of the *head* and the *label* should result in the vector of the *tail*. The embeddings here are learned by gradient descent.

Wikipedia2Vec \[[@CR26]\] applies graph embeddings to Wikipedia, creating embeddings that jointly capture link structure and text. The Wikipedia knowledge graph is indeed a natural resource for using graph embeddings, because it represents entities in a graph of interlinked Wikipedia pages and their text. The method proposed in \[[@CR26]\] embeds words and entities in the same vector space by using word context and graph context. The word-word context is modeled using the Word2Vec approach, entity-entity context considers neighboring entities in the link graph, and word-entity context takes the words in the context of the anchor that links to an entity. The authors of Wikipedia2Vec demonstrate performance improvements on a variety of NLP tasks, although they did not consider entity retrieval in their work.

Entity Retrieval {#Sec4}
----------------

An entity is an object or concept in the real world that can be distinctly identified \[[@CR2]\]. Knowledge graphs like Wikipedia enrich the representation of entities by modeling the relations between them. Methods for document retrieval such as BM25 have been applied successfully to entity retrieval. However, since knowledge bases are semi-structured resources, this structural information may be used as well, for example by viewing entities as fielded documents extracted from the knowledge graph. A well-known example of this approach applies the fielded probabilistic model (BM25F \[[@CR23]\]), where term frequencies between different fields in documents are normalized to the length of each field. Another effective model for entity retrieval uses the fielded sequential dependence model (FSDM \[[@CR27]\]), which estimates the probability of relevance using information from single terms and bigrams, normalized per field.

Using Entity Linking for Entity Retrieval {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------

Linking entities mentioned in the query to the knowledge graph \[[@CR3], [@CR9]\] enables the use of relationships encoded in the knowledge graph, helping improve the estimation of relevance of candidate entities. Previous work has shown empirically that entity linking can increase effectiveness of entity retrieval. In \[[@CR10]\], for example, entity retrieval has been combined with entity linking to improve retrieval effectiveness over state-of-the-art methods like FSDM.

Our research uses the [Tagme]{.smallcaps} entity linker \[[@CR8]\] because it is especially suited to annotate short and poorly composed text like the queries we need to link to. [Tagme]{.smallcaps} adds Wikipedia hyperlinks to parts of the text, together with a confidence score.

Using Embeddings for Entity Retrieval {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------

Very recent work has applied Trans-E graph embeddings to the problem of entity retrieval, and shown consistent but small improvements \[[@CR15]\]. However, Trans-E graph embeddings are not a good choice if the graph has 1-to-many, transitive or symmetric relations, which is the case in knowledge graphs \[[@CR1]\]. In our research, we also look into improving entity retrieval using graph embeddings, but use the Wikipedia2Vec representation to address these shortcomings.

Embedding Based Entity Retrieval {#Sec7}
================================

Graph Embeddings {#Sec8}
----------------

We base the training of our entity embeddings on Wikipedia2Vec \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. Taking a knowledge graph as the input, Wikipedia2Vec extends the skip-gram variant of Word2Vec \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\] and learns word and entity embeddings jointly. The objective function of this model is composed of three components. The first component infers optimal embeddings for words *W* in the corpus. Given a sequence of words $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The two other components of the objective function take the knowledge graph into account. One addition considers a link-based measure estimated from the knowledge graph (i.e., Wikipedia). This measure captures the relatedness between entities in the knowledge base, based on the similarity between their incoming links:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The last addition to the objective function places similar entities and words near each other by considering the context of the anchor text. The intuition is the same as in classic Word2Vec, but here, words in the vicinity of the anchor text have to predict the entity mention. Considering a knowledge graph with anchors *A* and an entity *e* the goal is to predict context words of the entity:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These three components (word context, link structure, and anchor context) are then combined linearly into the following objective function:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Re-ranking Entities {#Sec9}
-------------------

Training the Wikipedia2Vec model on a Wikipedia knowledge graph results in a single graph embedding vector for every Wikipedia entity. The next question to answer is how to use these graph embeddings in the setting of entity retrieval.

We propose a two-stage ranking model, where we first produce a ranking of candidate entities using state-of-the-art entity retrieval models (see Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}), and then use the graph embeddings to reorder these entities based on their similarity to the query entities, as measured in the derived graph embedding space.

Following the related work discussed in Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we use the [Tagme]{.smallcaps} entity linker to identify the entities mentioned in the query. Given input query *Q*, we obtain a set of linked entities *E*(*Q*) and a confidence score *s*(*e*) for each entity, which represents the strength of the relationship between the query and the linked entity. We then compute an embedding-based score for every query *Q* and entity *E*:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The rationale for this approach is the hypothesis that relevant entities for a given query are situated close (in graph embedding space) to the query entities identified by the entity linker.

Consider for example the query *"Who is the daughter of Bill Clinton married to."* [Tagme]{.smallcaps} links the query to entities [Bill Clinton]{.smallcaps} with a confidence of 0.66, [Daughter]{.smallcaps} with a confidence of 0.13, and [Same-sex marriage]{.smallcaps} with a confidence score of 0.21. Highly ranked entities then have a large similarity to these entities, where similarity to [Bill Clinton]{.smallcaps} adds more to the score than similarity to [Daughter]{.smallcaps} or [Same-sex marriage]{.smallcaps} (as the confidence score of [Bill Clinton]{.smallcaps} is higher than the other two). The relevant entities for this query (according to the DBpedia-Entity V2 test collection \[[@CR12]\]) are [Chelsea Clinton]{.smallcaps}, who is Bill Clinton's daughter, and [Clinton Family]{.smallcaps}. We can reasonably expect these entities to have similarity to the linked entities, confirming our intuition.

To produce our final score, we interpolate the embedding-based score computed using Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) with the score of the state-of-the-art entity retrieval model used to produce the candidate entities in stage one:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Setup {#Sec10}
==================

Test Collection {#Sec11}
---------------

In our experiments, we used the DBpedia-Entity V2 test collection \[[@CR12]\]. The collection consists of 467 queries and relevance assessments for 49280 query-entity pairs, where the entities are drawn from the DBpedia 2015-10 dump. The relevance assessments are graded values of 2, 1, and 0 for highly relevant, relevant, and not relevant entities, respectively. The queries are categorized into 4 different groups: **SemSearch ES** consisting of short and ambiguous keyword queries (e.g.,*"Nokia E73"*), **INEX-LD** containing IR-Style keyword queries (e.g., *"guitar chord minor"*), **ListSearch** consisting of queries seeking for a list of entities (e.g., *"States that border Oklahoma"*), and **QALD-2** containing entity-bearing natural language queries (e.g., *"Which country does the creator of Miffy come from"*). Following the baseline runs curated with the DBpedia-Entity V2 collection, we used the stopped version of queries, where stop patterns like "which" and "who" are removed from the queries.

Embedding Training {#Sec12}
------------------

Wikipedia2Vec provides pre-trained embeddings. These embeddings, however, are not available for all entities in Wikipedia; e.g., 25% of the assessed entities in DBpedia-Entity V2 collection have no pre-trained embedding. The reasons for these missing embeddings are two-fold: (i) "rare" entities were excluded from the training data, and, (ii) entity identifiers evolve over time, resulting in entity mismatches with those in the DBpedia-Entity collection.

For training new graph embeddings, we used Wikipedia 2019-07 dump. This was the newest version at the time of training. We address the entity mismatch problem by identifying the entities that have been renamed in the new Wikipedia dump. Some of these entities were obtained using the redirect API of Wikipedia.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Others were found by matching the Wikipedia page IDs of the two Wikipedia dumps. The page IDs of Wikipedia 2019-07 were available on the Wikipedia website. For the dump where DBpedia-Entity is based on, however, these IDs are not available anymore; we obtained them from the Nordlys package \[[@CR11]\].

To avoid excluding rare entities and generate embeddings for a wide range of entities, we changed several Wikipedia2Vec settings. The two settings that resulted in the highest coverage of entities are: (i) minimum number of times an entity appears as a link in Wikipedia, (ii) whether to include or exclude disambiguation pages. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the effect of these settings on the number of missing entities; specifically the number of entities that are assessed in the DBpedia-Entity collection, but have missing embeddings. We categorize these missing entities into two groups:*No-page*: Entities without any pages. These entities neither were found by the Wikipedia redirect API nor could be matched by their page IDs.*No-emb*: Entities that could be found by their identifiers, but were not included in the Wikipedia2Vec embeddings.

The first line in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} corresponds to the default setting of Wikipedia2Vec, which covers only 75% of assessed entities in the DBpedia-Entity collection. When considering all entities in the knowledge graph, this setting discards an even larger number of entities, which is not an ideal setup for entity ranking. By choosing the right settings (the last line of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), we increased the coverage of entities to 97.6%.

We trained two versions of embeddings: with and without link graph; i.e., using Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) with and without the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Parameter Setting {#Sec13}
-----------------

Our entity re-ranking approach involves free parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and Analysis {#Sec14}
====================

Overall Performance {#Sec15}
-------------------

To answer our first research question, whether embeddings improve the score of entity retrieval, we compare our entity re-ranking approach with a number of baseline entity retrieval models. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the results for different models with respect to NDCG\@10 and NDCG\@100, the default evaluation measures for DBpedia-entity V2. In this table, the embedding-based similarity component (Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""})) is denoted by *ESim*, where *c* and *cg* subscripts refer to the two versions of our entity embeddings: without and with link graph.
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When considering the query subsets, we observe that FSDM+ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{cg}$$\end{document}$ significantly outperforms FSDM for SemSearch and QALD queries with respect to NDCG\@10, and for INEX-LD queries with respect to NDCG\@100. Improvements over BM25F-CA were more substantial: BM25F-CA+ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{cg}$$\end{document}$ brings significant improvements for all categories (with respect to all metrics) except for SemSearch queries for NDCG\@100.Fig. 1.Coherence score of all relevant entities per query, computed for the versions of entity embeddings (without and with link graph). The queries are ordered by the number of their relevant entities in x-axis.

Entity Embeddings Analysis {#Sec16}
--------------------------

The results of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} suggest that graph-based entity embeddings yield better performance compared to context only entity embeddings. To analyze why graph-based entity embeddings are beneficial for entity retrieval models, we conduct a set of experiments and investigate properties of embeddings with and without the graph structure.

According to the cluster hypothesis \[[@CR14]\], documents relevant to the same query should cluster together. We consider the embeddings as data-points to be clustered and compare the resulting clusters in several ways. First, we compute the Davies Bouldin index \[[@CR5]\] and the Silhouette index \[[@CR24]\], which are: 3.16 and 0.08 for the embeddings with link graph, and 3.98 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-0.05$$\end{document}$ for the embeddings without link graph, respectively. Both measures indicate that better clusters arise for the embeddings that capture graph structure.

To get an indication of how coherent the clusters are, we compute for each query the coherence score defined in \[[@CR13]\]. This score measures the similarity between item pairs of a cluster and returns the percentage of items with similarity score higher than a threshold, thereby assigning high scores to the clusters that are coherent. Formally, given a document set *D*, the coherence score is computed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ function for each document pair $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \delta (d_i,d_j) = {\left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 1, &{} \text {if}\ sim(d_i,d_j)\ge \tau \\ 0, &{} \text {otherwise}. \end{array}\right. } \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We compute the coherence score with thresholds 0.8, 0.9, using *cosine* for similarity function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$sim(d_i, d_j)$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_j$$\end{document}$ correspond to entities. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of coherence score for all queries in our collection. Each point represents the coherence score of all relevant entities (according to the qrels) for a query. We considered only queries with more than 10 relevant entities, for clusters large enough to compute a meaningful score. Queries are sorted on the x-axis by the number of relevant entities. The plots clearly show that the coherence score for graph-based entity embeddings is higher than for context only ones. Based on these performance improvements we conclude that adding the graph structure results in embeddings that are more suitable for entity-oriented tasks.Fig. 2.UMAP visualization of entity embeddings for a subset of queries. Color-codes correspond to the relevant entities per query. Queries per code are listed in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} of the Appendix. Default settings of UMAP in python were used. (Color figure online)

Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} helps to visually understand how clusters of entities differ for the two methods (a subset of all entities is shown for clarity). The data points correspond to the entities with a relevance grade higher than 0, for 12 queries with 100--200 relevant entities in the ground truth data. We use Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) \[[@CR16]\] to reduce the embeddings dimensions from 100 to two and plot the projected entities for each query. In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b most of the clusters are overlapping in a star-like shape, while in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a the clusters are more separated and the ones with similar search intents are close to each other; e.g., queries QALD2_te-39 and QALD2_tr-64 (which are both about companies), or INEX_LD-20120112 and INEX_LD-2009063 (which are both about war) are situated next to each other. To observe how false positive entities are placed in the embedding space, we added the 10 highest ranked false positives to the data and created new UMAP plots. In the obtained plots, false positive entities that are semantically similar to the true positive entities are close to each other. For example, two false positive entities for the query *"South Korean girl groups"* are: [SHINee]{.smallcaps} (a South Korean boy band) and [Hyuna]{.smallcaps} (a South Korean female singer). Both of these entities are semantically similar to the relevant entities of the query and are also placed in the vicinity of them, although they do not address the information needs of the query. This is consistent with the plots of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and in line with our conclusion on the effect of graph embeddings for entity-oriented search.Table 3.Top queries with the highest gains and losses in NDCG at cut-offs 10 and 100, BM25F + ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{cg}$$\end{document}$ vs. BM25F.QueryGain in NDCG\@10\@100st paul saints0.7160.482continents in the world0.3190.362What did Bruce Carver die from?0.3070.307spring shoes canada−0.286−0.286vietnam war movie−0.470−0.240mr rourke fantasy island−0.300−0.307

Table 4.Top queries with the highest gains and losses in NDCG at cut-offs 10 and 100, BM25F + ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{c}$$\end{document}$.QueryGain in NDCG\@10\@100What did Bruce Carver die from?0.3070.307Which other weapons did the designer of the Uzi develop?0.2360.248Which instruments did John Lennon play?0.1540.200Companies that John Hennessey serves on the board of−0.173−0.173Which European countries have a constitutional monarchy?−0.101−0.197vietnam war movie−0.276−0.222

Query Analysis {#Sec17}
--------------

Next, we investigate our second research question and analyse queries that are helped and hurt the most by our embedding-based method. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows six queries that are affected the most by BM25F-CA+ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{cg}$$\end{document}$ compared to BM25F-CA (on NDCG\@100). Each of the three queries with highest gains are linked to at least one relevant entity (according to the assessments). The losses can be attributed to various sources of errors. For the query *"spring shoe canada"*, the only relevant entity belongs to the 2.4% of entities that have no embedding (cf. §[4.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}). Query *"vietnam war movie"* is linked to entities [Vietnam War]{.smallcaps} and [War film]{.smallcaps}, with confidence scores of 0.7 and 0.2, respectively. This emphasizes Vietnam war facts instead of its movies, and could be resolved by improving the accuracy of the entity linker and/or employing a re-ranking approach that is more robust to linking errors. The query *"mr rourke fantasy island"* is linked to a wrong entity due to a spelling mistake. To conclude, errors in entity linking form one of the main reasons of performance loss in our approach.

To further understand the difference between the two versions of the embeddings at the query-level, we selected the queries with the highest and lowest gain in NDCG\@100 (i.e., comparing BM25F+ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_c$$\end{document}$). For the query *"Which instruments did John Lennon play?"*, the two linked entities (with the highest confidence score) are [John Lennon]{.smallcaps} and [Musical Instruments]{.smallcaps}. Their closest entity in graph embedding space is [John Lennon's musical instruments]{.smallcaps}, relevant to the query. This entity, however, is not among the most similar entities when we consider the context-only case.

For the other queries in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the effect is similar but less large than in the BM25F and BM25F + ESim$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

We investigated the use of entity embeddings for entity retrieval. We trained entity embeddings with Wikipedia2Vec, combined these with state-of-the-art entity ranking models, and find empirically that using graph embeddings leads to increased effectiveness of query results on DBpedia-Entity V2.

The empirical findings can be interpreted as evidence for the cluster hypothesis. Including a representation of the graph structure in the entity embeddings leads to better clusters and higher effectiveness of retrieval results. We further see that queries which get linked to relevant entities or pages neighboring to relevant entities get helped the most, while queries with wrongly linked entities are helped the least.

We conclude that enriching entity retrieval methods with entity embeddings leads to improved effectiveness, but acknowledge the following limitations of this study. Not all query categories lead to improvements on NDCG. While the state-of-the-art in entity-linking has made significant progress in recent years, we applied [Tagme]{.smallcaps} to identify the entities in queries. As we observed that lower performance of queries can often be attributed to erroneously linked entities, we expect better results by replacing this component for a state-of-the-art approach. Finally, we have only experimented using the embeddings constructed by Wikipedia2Vec, and plan to continue our experiments using alternative entity embedding methods like TransE.

A Queries {#Sec19}
=========

###### 

Queries mentioned by their query ID.

  Query ID           Query text
  ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
  INEX_LD-20120511   female rock singers
  QALD2_tr-26        Which bridges are of the same type as the Manhattan Bridge?
  QALD2_tr-64        Which software has been developed by organizations founded in California?
  INEX_LD-2009063    D-Day normandy invasion
  QALD2_tr-51        Give me all school types
  QALD2_te-39        Give me all companies in Munich
  INEX_LD-2009039    roman architecture
  INEX_LD-20120411   bicycle sport races
  QALD2_tr-68        Which actors were born in Germany?
  INEX_LD-2010004    Indian food
  QALD2_tr-79        Which airports are located in California, USA?
  INEX_LD-20120112   vietnam war facts

Downloadable at <https://github.com/informagi/GEEER>.

<https://wikipedia.readthedocs.io/en/latest/>.
